We treat periodic solutions to periodic systems of ordinary differential equations, having a small parameter. Conditional stability and the dimensionabty of the asymptotically stable manifolds are determined by the degree of stability of rest points of related iterated average systems. Finally, rates of decay for solutions on these manifolds are found, and for linear systems, the Floquet multipliers are determined.
dz/dt = A z + &H( w, z, t, E),
where E > 0 is a small scalar parameter, where w = (wl, w*,..., wI,) and z are finite-dimensional column vectors, and where A is a constant matrix, all of whose eigenvalues have negative real parts. Let x = (x, , x2 ,..., xi,) and p = CA, p2 ,..., pi,) with each pi held constant. Then consider the system xi(t) = pi + E I ' Et@(~), Y(T), 7 , e) dz, 1 <i<iE, to Y(t) = &j-i F'(t, 7) H(x(z), y(7), 7, E) dt, --to where V(t, r) is the fundamental matrix solution to dV/dt = A V, and where for t = r, V(t, r) is the identity matrix. By iterating the (x, y) system, we can espand each sE,(x, y, t, E) in the form &Ei(X(t), u(t), t, E) = 2 ElEi,j@Y t) + O(E"'+ ')* j=l And while some freedom of choice may exist in selecting a value for ni, the value must be chosen in such a way that, for the given i and for all j < ni, the averaging of each ,??,,j@, t) with respect to t is zero. We then define i?+ as the average of ~i,,l@, t) with respect to t. Having obtained the averages Ei,ni = Ei,,,@), we now repeal the earlier assumption that p was the initial value of x at t = to, and we instead formulate the "iterated-average" system dPi/dt = ~"'gt,n,@)v 1 <i<iE,
where of course p = @, , p2 ,..., pi, ) and where the integers ni may (or may , not) have differing numerical values from one another. The essential result of this paper is that any periodic solution (y(t, E), <(t, E)) of the (w, z) system possesses at least as much stability as the corresponding rest point solution of the @, 0 system. Whatever the dimensionality of the stable manifold associated with the rest point in the @, <) system, the dimensionality of the stable manifold associated with the corresponding periodic solution (v(t, E), <(t, E)) is at least as great, and the minimum rate of decay on the two manifolds is essentially equal.
ITERATED AVERAGING
We outline the results of [7] , which will be employed here. Consider the system of ordinary differential equations given by dWJdt = CEi(Wp z, t, E), 1 <i<iE, (14 dz/dt = AZ + EH(w, z, t, E), (24 and defined on 0 < t < 00, with E > 0 a small parameter. The column vectors w = (WI ) w* )...) wrE) and z = (zl, z~,..., z,,J lie in R'E and R", respectively, and A is a constant square matrix. Initial conditions wi L=t&) = rloi + Ertli(E), z L=I&) = 90 + E&(E)
are permitted to be imposed at some point t = to(e) > 0, where the initial point to(s) is allowed to be a fixed arbitrary function of E (although to(e) will usually be picked to be some constant to). Let D, and D, be bounded convex open sets in R'E and Rm, respectively; let S'w and Pz be open sets with closures contained in D, and D,, respectively; and let pw andpz be respective subsets of Yw and Yz. For some eD > 0, define the set D consisting of points of the form (w, z, t, E) by D = D, X D, x [0, 00) x [0, eD] . We now impose the following conditions. HYPOTHESIS Hl (Structure of the System). The eigenvalues of the constant matrix A all have negative real parts. Moreover, H(w, z, 1, E) and all the E,(w, z, t, E) are periodic vector functions oft with the common period P > 0, and they and several of their derivatives with respect to (w, z, E) are unt$rmly bounded on the set D, and for each ftxed t are smooth functions of (w, z, E) on D, X D, X [0, E,,] . Finally, all n,,(e) and flI(e) used in (lb), (2b) are assumed to be bounded in norm by a given constant for 0 < E < tzD, 1 <i<iE.
Let the pointwise norm of any column vector r(t) with scalar components rj(t) be given by I<(t)1 = C Itj(t)l, and the pointwise norm of any matrix A(t) with scalar entries Aik(t) be given by IIA(t)ll = maxk z ) A,ik(t)l. With qt, 7) = eA+rf and z(*)(t) = V(t, t,,(e)) z(tJe)), then integrating Eqs. (1) and (2) leads to w,(t) = wj(s) + E I ' E,(w(r), z(r), G E) dr,
where s is any point satisfying to(e) < s Q t. Expanding H and each Ej about the point (w, z, t, E) = (w(s), 0, t, 0), and repeated iteration of (3) and (4) allow us to write EEr(W(Q, z(t), t, E) = 2 e'&&(s), f, s, to(e)) + eRi,ni j=l for 1 Q i < iE, where the E,,, depend on s, w(s), and to(&), but not otherwise on E or z(')(t). For (w, s) in D, x [0, co), attempt to define the averages:
&(w, s) = $,"" Ei,,(w,t, s, -00) dt, 1 <i<iiE, 1 <.j<nn,, s with P the period in Hypothesis HI. The averages must exist if the n, are properly chosen. Also note that E&I, t, to(e), -00) is the Bi,,@, t) of Section 1. We now require: HYPOTHESIS H2 (The Iterated-Average System). Assume the averages Ei,,(w, s) exist and are zero on D, x [0, 03) for 1 Q i ( iE, 1 & j < n, -1. Assume further that, for 1 (i < ir, the averages i?t,n,(~, s) exist, and abbreviate Ei+(w, s) for s = t,,(e) by Et;,,,(w). Then with [ in R" and P = @I 9 Pz T...Y Pi, ) in Rig, define the iterated-average system: @l/dt = e"gi,n,@), (64
Also assume a constant M > 0 (M may be 00) such that the solution @, C) = @(t, E), c(t, E)) to the iterated-average system exists and remains in YW X 3 for to(e) < t < to(e) + M/E" (where n = max,o,E nJ, for 0 < E < E,,, and for all initial values (noI, no2 ,..., flOiE, qo) in 9, X YZ.
We now let the matrix U(t, t) with scalar entries Ui,(t, r) be the fundamental solution to for 1 (i<i,, 1 < j < iE, with p(t, E) as given in Hypothesis H2, and with 6, the Kronecker delta. Then consider: HYPOTHESIS H3 (Stability of the Variational System). Assume that M= 00. Then constants KE, A,, &,..., &, (all > 0) are assumed to exist independent of E, to(e), r, and any p(t, E) chosen in Hypothesis H2 such that for to(e) < z ,< t < co, for 0 < E < E,, and for all chosen p, ( 1 Uij(f, r)ll < KE 2 emax(nf-n/,o)e-E"'lf(f-r), I=1
where l<i<i,and I<j<i,.
In case the preceding hypothesis is not satisfied, we have an alternate possibility: HYPOTHESIS H4 (Limitation of Growth). Assume that M < 00 and that n,&n,Q... <nrel <np=np+l=...=n,E-l=n,E (=n), where psi,.
Then constants K,(M), I.,(M), k,(M),..., &-r(M), and N&VI) (all > 0) are assumed to exist independent of E, t, t,,(e), and any p(t, E) chosen in Hypothesis H2, such that for to(e) < z < t ,< t,,(s) + M/E", for 0 < E < Q,, and for all chosen p,
where 1 <i<iE and l< j<i,.
Hypotheses H3 and H4 are easy to verify in many cases, as the examples later in this paper will show. We now state a result upon which this paper depends (see [7] ). A. Let Hypotheses Hl-H3 hold (M= a). Then constants K*, E* > 0 exist (with values independent of to(e), but depending on D, YW, YZ, pW, pZ, and the bounds in HI-H3), such that for 0 < E < E*, the solutions (w(t, E), z(t, E)) and @(t, e), [(t, E)) exist on to(e) < t < 00, and 
(t, E), z(t, E)) and @(t, E), C(t, E)) exist on to(&) S t < to(&) + M/E", and
uniformly for initial values (no,, no2,..., ?Oi,, ii,) in PW X PZ.
Consequently, Theorem 1 states that any solution to system (la, b), (2a, b), is uniformly approximated by the corresponding solution to the iterated-average system (6a, b), (7a, b).
STABILITY OF PERIODIC SOLUTIONS
Now suppose system (la), (2a) has a periodic solution. In particular, consider the requirement: HYPOTHESIS H5 (Periodic Solutions and Associated Rest Points). Assume, for 0 < E ( E,, that system (la, 2a) has a periodic solution (w, z) = (v(t, E), ((t, E)) with the same fixed period P as the system itself: For some t = t* > 0, assume that limit @*, 0) = lim, (ty(t*, E), t(t*, E)) exists, is an interior point of pW x pz, and is a rest point solution of (6a), (7a). Finally, assume that (v/(t*, E), T(t*, E)) -@*, 0) is O(e)for 0 < E < E,,.
We now introduce the matrix L*(E) with entries: w=p* for l<i<i,, l<k<iE, and choose real constants ai > 0 and (possibly complex) constants LIi such that the eigenvalues qi(e) for L*(E) satisfy lim,, [qi(e)/e"i -Si] = 0 for 1 < i < iE. We then require:
There exists a smooth and invertible matrix T,(E) for 0 < E < et, such that for 0 < E < E,, T; l(e) L*(e) T*(E) is in canonical form, and T,(E) and T;'(E) are uniformly bounded in E.
We now provide a series of theorems which form the main results of this paper. Theorems 2, 3, and 4 are proved in Section 5.
THEOREM 2 (Stability of Periodic Solutions). Let (w, z) = (v(t, E), {(t, E))
be a periodic solution and let (w, z) = (r(t, E), 0(t, E)) be another solution of (la), (2a), and suppose that Hypotheses Hl-H2, H5-H6, and either H3 or H4 hold.
I. Assume Re ai < 0 for i < i < iE , where Re 6i is the real part of 6i, and define a = maxi a, ani 6* = min,,=, IRe dij. Then N,(E) and p:(e), functions only of E, and a constant ET > 0 exist such that tf I%, &I-v4t09 &)I + 14toT &I-~(t,~ ~11 < ,431 for 0 < E < ET and some t, > 0, then we have
r(t, E) -v(t, &)I + I B(t, E) -((t, &)I < NI(e) e--6*P(L--t@
for t, < t < co, 0 < E < ET, independent of the choice of t,. Hence (v, 0 is asymptotically stable.
II. Assume, for some i < iE, that Re 6t > 0 and ai = n = maxj nj. Then a constant ET > 0 exists such that (w, <) is unstable for 0 < E < E; on O<t<aL THEOREM 3. Assume the notarion and hypotheses (in particular, one of either H3 or H4) given in Theorem 2 hold. Let c+ be the number of indices i having ai = maxj nj and Re di > 0. And let c, be the number of indices i having either ai > maxj n, or both a, = maxj nj and Re 6, = 0. Then for any t, > 0, there exists in (w, z) space a real manifold g(e) of at least (m + iE -c,, -c,) dimensions containing (&t,,, e), C;(t,,, E)) and there exists a constant ET > 0, such that any solution (r, 0) of system (la), (2a) with (r(t,, &I, W, , &)I on the manifold g(e)
satisfies (r(t, E), 0(t, E)) -(y(t, E), <(t, E)) + 0 as t + co for each E in 0 < E < ET. Also, ,uT(e) exists such that tf E is in 0 ( E < ET, then any solution (r, 0) near (w, <) at t = t, but not on P(E), cannot satisfy both j(r(t, E), &t, E)) -(~&t, E), t;(t, &))I < &(s) for all t > t, and lim SU~~,~ t-l log I(r(t, E), e(t, E)) -(y(t, E), T(t, &))I < 0. Finally, tf E and H in (la), (2a) are analytic in (w, z) for each t > 0, for each E with 0 < E < ET, and for j(w, z) -(y(t, E), Qt, &))I smafl, then g(e) is an analytic manifold for each E with 0 < E < E:. THEOREM 4. Let the notation and the hypotheses of Theorem 2 hold; in particular, the eigenvalues at(e) of L*(E) satisfy lim, [qt(e)/Pl -St] = Ofor 1 < i < iE. Using the i values 1 + i, < i < m + i,, define the eigenvalues q,(e) of the matrix A by qi(E) = 6,, and for i 2 1 + iE, define ai s 0. With I<i<m+i,, consider only indices i satisfying both ai < maxj nj and Re ai < 0, and re-index the corresponding 8iEai (where necessary) such that Re 8,~~' < Re Si+ , Fit1 holds as E -P 0. Now suppose 1 is such that Re 8,~~' < Re 6,+ ,ear+l < 0 for all small E > 0. Then there exists a constant ET > 0, independent of 1, and there exists, for any t, 2 0 and 0 < E < e:, a real ldimensional open manifold $(e) containing the point (t&,, E), <(t,, E)), such that any solution (r, t9) of system (la), (2a) with (r(t,, E), e(t,, E)) on the mant#iold pi(e) satisfies lim sup 1% IOft9 61, m &)I -(Yk &I, TO9 &))I t-00 t < (Re 6, + E') ear < (Re 6,+, -&') P+* < 0 for 0 < E < ET, where ,u > 0 is a rational number independent 1, t,, E, and the value of (r(t,, E), t3(t,, E)) chosen. Moreover, there exists a function ,u$(t,, E) > 0 such that any solution of (la), (2a) satisfying l(r(t, 9, e(t, 4) -(v(t, -9, t(t, ENI < d(b 4 for all t > t,, but not lying on pt(e) at t = t,, satisfies lim sup log ltrtt, d9 W, 9) -W9 4 ttt, G)I t-m t > (Re 6,+ r -E') car+' > (Re 6, + E') E"' for 0 < E < .sq*. Finally, iffor each t 2 0, E and H in (la), (2a) are analytic in (w, z)for each E in 0 < E < e$ and for ](w, z) -(v(t, e), <(t, E))] small, then 3(e) is an analytic surface for 0 < e Q e4*. The proof of Theorem 5 above is obtained merely by using selected results from Sections 5 and 6 regarding the matrix B(e) and its eigenvalues, bt(e). And as mentioned, Theorem 2, 3, and 4 are proved in Section 5.
APPLICATIONS
Some of the generality inherent in our results will now be illustrated. With w replaced by the vector p = @r , p2, p3) and employing the iteration procedure outlined in Section 1, we obtain the iterated-average system These initial values correspond to the rest points of the (PI ,pz,p3) system to O(E). Then by Theorem 3, the periodic solutions located at (wr, w,, We) = (1, i3, I) + O(E) and at (w,, w2, We) = (-1,5, 1) + O(E) have stable one-dimensional manifolds; the periodic solutions located at (w,, w2, w3) = (1, k3,O) + O(E) and at (w,, w2, w3) = (-1, -5,0) + O(E) have stable two-dimensional manifolds; and finally, the periodic solution located at (w, , w2, wj) = (-1, -5, 1) + O(E) is completely stable. Theorem 4 may then be applied to obtain the rates of decay on these manifolds to the corresponding periodic solutions. Finally, the use of Theorem 2 shows that all eight periodic solutions found are unstable except for the one located at (w,, w2, w3) = (-1, -5, 1) + O(E).
EXAMPLE 2 (Non-Autonomous Bifurcation). With /3,, &, p3, p4, and y any constants (y rational), and with the vector 2 = (Z1, Ez, E3, .ZJ, 2,), consider the system Employing the transformations 8, = .s*wr cos(t + wJ, E, = E'W, sin(t + w,), ZJ = s2w3 cos(yt + wq), 8, = tz2w, sin(yt + w,), and E5 = EZ, we then have dw,/dt = 2w1 + ezwl {& cos2(t + w2) + p2 cos(t + w2) sin(t + w2)} cos t, dw,/dt = --Ez(/?, cos(t + w,) sin(t + wJ t/I, sin*(t t w,)] cos t, dw,/dt = E2W3 t EZWJ{& cos2(yt t w,) t 8, cos(yt + w4) X sin(yt t w,)} cos yt, dw,/dt = ---Ez{/13 cos(yt + wq) sin(yt t w,) t p, sin2(yt t w,)} cos yt, dz/dt = -z t &WI cos(t t w2) t &W3 cos(yt + w,).
Following the procedure outlined in Section 1, we obtain the iterated-average system dp, with y a rational constant. Now our stability results apply to periodic solutions whose periods are independent of e-which is usually not the case for autonomous systems. One way to avoid this difficulty is to rescale the time variable r so as to make the period independent of E. But our approach in this example will instead be to transform the S-system into polar coordinates and then employ a phase plane representation. In particular, with t and yt + wj the angular variables, we write E, = EW, cos t, E2 = EW, sin t, 5, = EW* cos(yt + w,), E4 = EWE sin(yt + w3), and obtain dw 1 s*w, + .sw:(4 cos* t sin t -cos t sin2 t) + EW, w2 cos* t sin(yt + WJ -= dt 1 -Ew,(4 cos t sin' t -sin3 t) -EW, cos t sin t sin(yt + w3) ' dw, c2w2 +cwi[3 cos2(yt+ w3) sin(yt+ w3) -cos(yt+ w3) sin2(yt+ w3)] -= dt 1 -ew,(4 cos t sin* t -sin3 t) -sw2 cos t sin t sin(yt + w3) + EW, w2clj cos t + sin t) cos2(yt + w3) 1 -swr(4 cos t sin2 t -sin3 t) -ew, cos t sin t sin@ + w3) ' dw, -3s~~ cos(yt + w3) sin2(yt + wj) + sw2 sin3(yt + w3) -= 1 -swr(4 cos t sin2 t -sin3 t) -cw2 cos t sin t sin(yt + w3) dt EW,@ cos t + sin t) cos(yt + w3) sin(yt + w3) 1 -swr(4 cos t sin2 t -sin3 t) -EW, cos t sin t sin(yt + w3) + ysw,(4 cos t sin2 t -sin3 t) + y5w2 cos t sin t sin(yt + w3) 1 -~wr(4 cos t sin2 t -sin3 t) -sw2 cos t sin t sin(yt t w3)'
Then from Section 1, the iterated-average system is dp, 1 -=,c2p, provided the rational value of y chosen is not 0, fl, &, k2, kf, f3, kf, or k5. We note that by Theorem 1, the @, ,p2,p3) system uniformly approximates the (w,, w,, w3) system. Now let 1 be the smallest integer such that yl is also an integer. Letting (a,, a2, a31 = (w,, w,, w,) Lo, then Wl II=2sl = Wl II=0 + ;&2u1 Consequently, by the implicit function theorem, for each fmed value of a3 and rational y (except the excluded y values), a unique B= P@P Y9 a31 = Po(Y> + O( E can be determined such that a periodic solution ) to the (w,, w2, w3) system exists, with the period 27~1 in t and having the initial value (a,, u2, aJ) = (1 + O(E), fi + O(E), u3), provided 52y* > 16 + (25~~ -76)(4y* -l)/(y3 -47). Moreover, by Theorem 3, this periodic solution has a stable two-dimensional manifold.
Consequently, for all small E > 0 and for all rational y (except the excluded rationals) satisfying 52y3 > 16 + (25~~ -76)(4y* -l)/(y3 -4y), a periodic solution with an orbitally asymptotically stable two-dimensional manifold bifurcates from E = 0 and parametrically satisfies provided p = P,,(r) + O(E) is the unique function of (s, y, ~7~) specified earlier. Finally, we note that an analysis of the 8-system may be done similarly for the exceptional cases y = 0, f 1, *f, f2, k$, k3, ~tf, and k5, but we omit the details. Using the procedure outlined in Section 1, we obtain the iterated-average system dp, Consider any solutions (w, z) and (w t W, z + 2) to (la), (2a) with initial values (w, z) (l=t+ and (w + W, z + 2) Itzt* lying in the interior of s"z, X pz, for all small E > 0. We then have [ 141) shows that all the eigenvalues of L*(E) are analytic functions of a certain fractional power of E, say, a'. Let hi(e) and q,(c) be eigenvalues of B(E) and L(E), respectively; by the foregoing, there exist non-negative rationals ai for 1 < i Q m + iE and constants Si such that q*(e) = ai,? + O(.$+"l). Moreover, a, = 0 and Re di < 0 for iE + 1 Q i < iE + m, where "Re" is the real part of a complex number. And if Hypothesis H3 applies, Re ai < 0 and a[ > 1 for 1 Q i < iE. Finally, if Hypothesis H4 applies, Re ai < 0 for each i such that 1 < i Q iE andai<n=max,ni. Now choose the constant MO finite with 0 < MO < M and write ti = (MO + ui)/&mi"(a'*"), where Ui > 0 is O(E min(or*n)), and has been chosen so that ti is a (large) integer multiple of the period PO. Note that ti ( M/E" for all E > 0 small. Since Q(f, E) is periodic, Q(f,, E) E I for 1 < i < m + iE, So E, > 0 exists such that, for 0 < E < E,, where K, was given earlier.
If ai < n, then the eigenvalues e qWi of &(')'i are given by O(e'~"'d') for aj<ai, bye 'fll" + O(e') for aj = i a , and by 1 + O(si) for aj > ai. Since by Hypothesis H6, a matrix T(E) exists with T(E) smooth and invertible for all small E > 0, and with T-'(E) L(E) T(E) the canonical form of L(E), then constants K, and s5 > 0 exist such that Then by Rouche's theorem, constants K, and E, > 0 exist such that for each i (ai < n), for each value of PO, and for each E in 0 < E < E,, the inequality holds for precisely as many /3's as the root PO has multiplicity. Now with bj(E) an eigenvalue of B(E), with /I = ebfirrtl corresponding to PO = esjMo for aj=ai<n, we have, for O<E<E~, and with /3 = ebhEui corresponding to &, = 1 for aj > ai = n, we have leb,G)ti _ 11 Q K5($l(m+id + @ttiE)), also for 0 < E < s6. Consequently, if the eigenvalues of L(E) are given by qi(E) = f&P + O(E'+~') for 1 < i < m + iE, then constants KL and Ed > 0 and a rational ,6, with 0 < $ < ?, exist such that the eigenvalues hi(s) of B(E) satisfy IRe{bi(s) -Brsni}l Q KL@+@' if ai Q n, and satisfy 1 Re bl(e)I < KLcLifn if a,>n,whereO(~<c~.
